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    Professor | 
oo. A ‘new _assassination theory, |sug- of his conviction that at least one shot Gov. . Sohn ‘Connally ‘ in the back.” The - noe 

.. gesting that three snipers were in- struck Mr. Kennedy i in the front of the third shot, he speculates, came: ‘from. qh. 

_. volved in President Kennedy's murder head. .- - the School Depository | and . struck” : 
“in Dallas in 1963, is put forth by a The Warren Commission, on the Kennedy in the back of the head. A“ 

-.. Haverford College professor, Josiah other hand, concluded that Lee Harvey _ fourth shot, he believes, came from the. 

Thompson, in a forthcoming issue of Oswald, acted alone in the murder.’ ~ grassy knoll and hit Kennedy in the.’ 

-- the Saturday Evening Post. : . As Thompson reconstructs the assas- front of the head. (The Warren Com. . 

“ Thompson, like many previous| stu- sination, two snipers were stationed mission concluded that only three shots “ 

.. ,,dents of the assassination, bases his “in buildings behind the Presidential were fired, that the’ first wounded: 
-.. theory on a study of the films made motorcade in Dallas, while a third was _ both Kennedy and Connally, that the" 

''. ‘by am amateur photographer, Abraham in front of the motorcade on the grassy second shot struck the President in the” 
' -»* Zapruder, who recorded -President knoll in Dealey Plaza in Dallas. ~ heat and that the third shot missed.) 

: pe a, ompson's theory will be set out’. 
- JXenniedy’s death. . - The first shot, says Thompson, came "jn ‘greater detail in a forthcoming book. If. * 
-,° * Thompson theorizes that at feast from the Texas School Depository The excerpt being published in’ the®, IK - 

| -. three assassins must have been in- Building and struck Mr. Kennedy in Saturday Evening Post prompted the s/f... 
'. 7: volved because of the brief time|that the back. The second shot came from magazine to declare that, the Jvease j al 

ot ‘elapsed between the shots and because a nearby building and struck Texas not closed.” +) =: . 
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